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INTERNATIONAL REMOVALS

EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE REMOVALS MANAGEMENT
...AROUND THE GLOBE

Door-to-door relocation.
Around the globe.
Aqua Moving Services is a globally recognised;
quality focused independent international
removals management company operating in the
UK, Europe and the rest of the world. We take
care of everything to ensure assignees and their
families experience the smoothest possible
international move, regardless of origin or
destination – anywhere in the world.

We’re streamlined, cost-conscious
and innovative...
We source, select and negotiate with
prominent and quality focused international
corporate removals partners on a worldwide
move-by-move basis to obtain the best possible
rates for our clients. Our independent status
enables us to secure our clients significant

savings on their international move costs and
significant savings on the cost of transit
insurance cover.
We make the corporate removals management
process so much easier for HR Departments –
and their assignees. Just a single comprehensive
pre move survey at the assignee’s home provides
us all that we need to obtain several competitive
quotations from our international moving partners.
This then allows us to go back to HR departments
with just one cost comparison summary, giving
Aqua’s best-fit recommendation.
Aqua has gained an excellent reputation for our
level of commitment to customer service, through
single-source responsibility and accountability
So before you make your next corporate
move, call us
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ABOUT AQUA

20 YEARS OF SENIOR LEVEL EXPERIENCE
...KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE

Aqua Moving Services is a totally
independent international removals
management company operating in the
UK, Europe and in the rest of the world.

have been working alongside our team for
two decades.

Aqua Moving Services is built on 20 years of
senior-level experience, knowledge and
expertise in the international corporate removals
industry. Noting a gap in the marketplace,
our vision was to take that collective heritage
and create a very different kind of removals
organisation: One that would independently
manage the entire removals process for
corporate HR departments. We did just that…

•

We cut through the complexity of
the removals lifecycle. Our single
comprehensive pre move survey at the
assignee’s home gives us all that we need to
know to obtain several competitive quotes
from our international moving partners.
Assignees needn’t do anything else.

•

We make life easier for HR… With just one
removals cost comparison summary. This
allows them to easily make their selection
– with our experience and independent
guidance.

•

We build client, assignee and partner
relationships that last: From move-to-move.

Today, we provide an end-to-end service that
not only moves corporate assignees effectively,
but also offers the most competitive removals
and insurance rates in the global marketplace.
If required, our capabilities can be further
strengthened by working with our international
relocation partners, to support every aspect of
a corporate relocation – from initial home and
school-search, right through to cultural integration.
Our international move managers and
coordinators have all lived and worked overseas
at some point. So they really understand the
practical, emotional and operational aspects of
making a move.
Our clients today are blue-chip, multi-national
and international organisations. Many of our
client relationships started several years ago,
before Aqua even began. Equally, our fullyaccredited international moving partners

So how does Aqua revolutionise the way that
its clients move their assignees?
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HOW WE WORK

EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE REMOVALS MANAGEMENT
...AROUND THE GLOBE

Aqua Moving Services makes the
corporate removals management
process so much easier: For HR
departments and their assignees.
Before, during and after any move.
We’re time-saving. An assignee won’t have
to take time off work to let several removal
companies in to conduct a contents assessment
as Aqua carries out just one comprehensive
pre move survey/home visit. We then
negotiate with several of our quality focused
moving partners at both origin and destination
locations to secure the best cost for each sector.
We will then review and collate all of the specific
rates to compile the 3 most cost effective
door to door quotes. These quotes will then
be forwarded to you in a single one page cost
comparison summary.
Typically, the turnaround between an Aqua HR
instruction to removal company engagement is

halved when compared with conventional methods.
We’re independent. Our increased global
buying-power enables us to negotiate with our
carefully-selected corporate removal partners
, move-by-move. We obtain exceptional rates
for our clients, securing significant savings on
their international move costs and significant
savings on transit insurance premiums.
We’re cost-conscious. Aqua will provide
HR with a door-to-door all-inclusive cost and
service to meet the exact requirements of their
assignee.
We’re communicative. An assigned
international move manager will consistently
give HR and their assignee as much or as little
information on their removal as they require:
By report, by phone or by email…
We’re in control. From the moment we’re
instructed, we’ll track, quality-control and
report on every element of a corporate move.
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A TYPICAL INTERNATIONAL MOVE CYCLE
EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE REMOVALS MANAGEMENT
...AROUND THE GLOBE
In a nutshell, let’s demonstrate
that Aqua’s professional and
experienced management really
does save time, money and
streamlines the whole process.

FIRST STEP

INFORMED DECISION

Aqua Moving Services (AMS) contacts the
assignee to arrange the pre move survey.

AMS provides the assignee and your HR dept
with independent advice and recommendations
based on the submitted cost comparison analysis.

NEXT STEP

AMS advises HR and the assignee with the
details of the selected moving partner.

AMS carries out a comprehensive
in house pre move survey.

SECOND STEP WRAP AND PACK

GO TO MARKET
Details of the survey results are sent to several
of AMS’s selected panel of moving companies
at both origin and destination locations.

AMS organises and re-confirms packing/
dates with assignee and ALL other specific
details of the move including the packing
and crating of fragile or high value items.

TRUST IN TRANSIT

AMS negotiate with the moving company
to obtain the best rate from each supplier
for each sector.

AMS provides all necessary documents
and assistance for customs clearance.

COST-COMPARISON

AMS manages the complete move
coordination – door to door.

AMS review collate and review ALL of the
specific rates received and then produce a
single page cost comparison summary.
AMS forward the detailed door to door cost
comparison summary to HR and the assignee.

TRUST IN TRANSIT
AMS perform on going quality control
checks during the complete move process
at both origin and destination cities.
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INTERNATIONAL MOVING PARTNERS

EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE REMOVALS MANAGEMENT
...AROUND THE GLOBE

One of the key elements to Aqua’s
growing success is the close
working relationships which we’ve
developed with our global network
of moving partners.
Our commitment to quality. The partners that
we work with – both in the UK and internationally
– have to comply with our high standards of
performance and the strict terms of our Service
Level Agreement. Our vetting process spans
financial stability, insurance claims history, the
standard of their facilities and vehicles, right
through to their packing methods, quality of their
packing materials and the professional manner of
their employees.
Our partner credentials. We only partner
with the most reputable, experienced and
quality-focused industry leaders, including
companies which are members of FIDI
(Fédération Internationale des Déménageurs
Internationaux (FIDI) – the largest global

alliance of independent quality international
removal companies – and/or OMNI (Overseas
Moving Network International) which represents
the best of the world’s international moving
organisations in over 70 countries.
Our partner performance. We carry out regular
site visits to our panel members in the UK and to
our partners’ facilities overseas. We continually
track/monitor their performance through client
feedback/satisfaction, price competitiveness
and our own quality control programmes. Aqua’s
independent status means that we’re not linked
to an internal worldwide network. Therefore, our
partners’ ongoing commitment and collaboration
enables us to provide our clients with the very
best costs for every international removal.
Equally, we can offer a consistently high level of
service… With extra flexibility...
Aqua can look after any size of move,
anywhere in the world…So… Before you
make your next corporate move, call us…
or view our Products and Services here.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM

...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

Our range of services goes further
than simply packing and unpacking.
We offer advice, help and assistance
with worldwide storage, transit
and storage insurance cover, right
through to the full spectrum of
relocation management services.
International Removals
Aqua Moving Services manage the
international moving requirements for many
multi- national corporations throughout the
world. An international move requires careful
planning and coordinating combined with precise
attention to detail. Aqua provide professional,
efficient and transparent international moving
solutions which are cost effective, which also
save your organisation and your assignees
valuable time, resulting in an efficient and totally
managed door to door relocation – every time.
European & Intra European Moving
Aqua successfully manage corporate
moves within Europe for several blue chip
organisations and our moving partners in Europe
are globally recognised for their high levels of
service and attention to detail.
European moving by road can be very costly
unless it is carefully planned and managed, and
occasionally delays can occur .Because the
timing for a European move is so important Aqua
will provide you with the best move options and
the most cost effective options to efficiently pack

and transport your effects based on your precise
pack up and delivery dates.
Our expertise and professionalism in managing
individual or group European and intra European
corporate moves is the reason that a growing
number of major corporations choose Aqua
Moving Services when they are looking to relocate
their employees to a new location in Europe.
Moving within the UK
Whether you are moving locally in the UK or
to the other end of the country or from a city
apartment to a country house or from the
countryside to the centre of London, Aqua Moving
Services offer cost effective moving solutions
within the UK for individual or group moves.
Our partners have facilities throughout the
UK and this allows us to combine our local
knowledge with our national and international
expertise and resources, enabling Aqua to
successfully and cost effectively manage all
of our UK domestic moving requirements.
Aqua are globally recognised for their
professional international move management
services, looking after all types and sizes of
corporate moves, all around the world with
increasing prominence in Dubai, Qatar, South
East Asia and Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa. North America is one of our
key areas of expertise particularly for moves
from the UK to New York, Washington and
throughout the USA.
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MOVE MANAGEMENT

TRANSPARENCY. TRUST. IN TRANSIT
...FOR HR AND THEIR ASSIGNEES

Aqua Moving Services deliver quality
focused totally managed international
moving and relocation services to
companies that relocate employees
and to individuals and families
planning to move overseas.
Globally recognised within the corporate
removals marketplace Aqua have successfully
been delivering these services on an international,
national and regional basis to many of the world’s
leading multi-national organisations.
Whether you are moving to Paris, Dubai,
Beijing, Moscow, New York, Rio, Singapore
or elsewhere throughout the world we can

provide our corporate clients with a single source,
first class level of service combined with attention
to detail and our global commitment to quality.
Every element of Aqua’s managed international
removals service is designed to deliver complete
customer satisfaction.
Our efficient and innovative services –
supported by an impressive, totally managed
world-wide partner network – cover every
possible element of corporate removals.
Our knowledge, experience and transparent
business model gives HR and their assignees
– assurance that we’ll manage their removal
processes impeccably, with a single, dedicated
Aqua point of contact, end-to-end.
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RELOCATION SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL DESTINATION SERVICES
...GLOBAL CONNECTIONS

Aqua Moving Services working in
partnership with our in house sister
company Clearview Relocation
are perfectly positioned to offer a
seamlessly incorporated & extensive
range of relocation services
throughout the world.
Clearview Relocation have established
an excellent reputation in the corporate
relocation services sector and they are
globally recognised as one of the most quality
focused and professional corporate relocation
management specialists in the industry,
providing a comprehensive range of global

corporate relocation services for multinational
organisations and SME’s.
Our dedicated team can offer an efficient,
cost effective and bespoke relocation solution
ensuring your assignee and family members
receive a highly personalised level of service and
a stress free experience during the complete
international relocation.
Via one dedicated central single of point of
contact within our UK office Aqua Moving
Services and Clearview Relocation can
professionally and efficiently manage all of your
international removal and relocation requirements.
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MOVING TO THE UK

MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM
...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

If you are moving to the UK, why
not move with Aqua Moving
Services? Last year, we relocated
expatriates and their families from
all over the world to the UK, handling
everything from removals to pet
moving and storage.

Whether you’re moving to London,
Birmingham, Manchester or Leeds or anywhere
else, we’ll ensure every aspect of your move to
the UK is as easy and stress free as possible.
If you would like to receive more information
or a free quotation for your move to the UK,
please call us on 01635 239044 or email us
at info@aquamovingservices.com.
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MOVING TO OR WITHIN EUROPE
MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM

...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

If you are moving to France, Germany,
Italy, Spain, Switzerland or anywhere
else within Europe why not move with
Aqua Moving Services?

you’re moving to Paris, Frankfurt, Rome, Madrid,
Geneva or to any other location within Europe
we’ll ensure every aspect of your move is as easy
and stress free as possible.

Last year, we relocated expatriates and their
families from all over the world to locations
throughout Europe handling everything from
removals to pet moving and storage. Whether

If you would like to receive more information or a
free quotation for your move to or within Europe,
please call us on 01635 239044 or email us at
info@aquamovingservices.com.
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MOVING TO SINGAPORE
MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM

...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

If you are moving to Singapore, why
not move with Aqua Moving Services,
as we seamlessly and successfully
relocate expatriates and their families to
Singapore from all over the world, taking
care of everything from international
removals to home search and storage

Singapore’s smaller islands, we’ll ensure every
aspect of your move to Singapore is as easy
and stress free as possible.
If you would like to receive more information or
a free quotation for your move to Singapore,
please call us on 01635 239044 or email us at
info@aquamovingservices.com.
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MOVING TO THE UAE

MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM
...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

Aqua Moving Services are
specialists in moving expatriates
and their families to the UAE
particularly Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
Due to the diverse range of clients that entrust us
to manage their assignees moves to this region
we have the experience, the knowledge and
partnerships with the very best quality focused
international moving companies throughout the
UAE to ensure a top quality, stress free move.

If you are moving to the UAE, why not move with
Aqua Moving Services? Last year, we relocated
expatriates and their families to the UAE from
all over the world and whether you’re moving to
Dubai or any of the other 6 Emirates, we’ll ensure
every aspect of your move to the UAE is as easy
and stress free as possible.
If you would like to receive more information
or a free quotation for your move to UAE,
please call us on 01635 239044 or email us
at info@aquamovingservices.com.
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MOVING TO THE USA

MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM
...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

Aqua Moving Service are specialists in
moving expatriates and their families to
the USA and due to the diverse range
of clients that entrust us to manage
their assignees moves to this region
we have the experience, the knowledge
and partnerships with the very best
quality focused international moving
companies throughout the USA to
ensure a top quality, stress free move.
If you are moving to the USA, why not move
with Aqua Moving Services? Last year, we

relocated expatriates and their families to
the USA from all over the world, managing
everything from international removals,
storage, short term accommodation and pet
transportation. Whether you’re moving to
New York, LA, Chicago, Washington or
anywhere else across America, we’ll ensure
every aspect of your move to the USA is
managed and coordinated in an efficient and
streamlined manner.
If you would like to receive more information
or a free quotation for your move to USA,
please call us on 01635 239044 or email us
at info@aquamovingservices.com.
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MOVING TO CHINA

MOVING ASSIGNEES TO AND FROM
...THE UK, EUROPE AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

For expats moving to China, the
country represents an ever-growing
opportunity-filled frontier of
international business.
Many skilled expats are seeking to relocate to
China to be at the forefront of the rapid growth
and inherent changes in the country. As the
fastest growing economy in the world, the
opportunities this booming economy can present
could be endless.

If you are moving to China, why not move with
Aqua Moving Services? We have relocated
many expatriates and their families to China
from all over the world, handling everything
from international removals to home search
and storage. Whether you’re moving to Beijing,
Shanghai, Hong Kong or any other city, we’ll
ensure every aspect of your move to China is as
easy and stress free as possible.
If you would like to receive more information
or a free quotation for your move to China,
please call us on 01635 239044 or email us
at info@aquamovingservices.com.
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T: +44 (0) 1635 239044
F: +44 (0) 1635 230465
E: info@aquamovingservices.com
www.aquamovingservices.com

